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Abstract. In this paper, we consider decision trees that use both queries
based on one attribute each and queries based on hypotheses about values
of all attributes. Such decision trees are similar to ones studied in exact
learning, where not only membership but also equivalence queries are
allowed. We investigate the problem of recognition of monotone Boolean
functions with n variables, n = 2, . . . , 4, and the problem of sorting n

pairwise different elements from linearly ordered set, n = 3, . . . , 6. For
each of these problems, we compare the complexity of different types of
optimal (relative to the depth or the number of realizable nodes) decision
trees with hypotheses. We also study the complexity of decision trees
constructed by entropy-based greedy algorithm and analyze the length
of decision rules derived from these trees.

Keywords: Decision tree · Decision rule · Hypothesis · Recognition ·

Sorting.

1 Introduction

In contrast to exact learning [2,3], where both membership and equivalence
queries are used in algorithms, conventional decision trees [8,11,12] use only
attributes, which are similar to membership queries. In [4,5,6,7], we studied de-
cision trees with hypotheses that in addition to attributes can use hypotheses
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about values of all attributes. Queries based on hypotheses can be considered
as an analog of equivalence queries from exact learning. We studied five types
of decision trees based on different combinations of attributes, hypotheses, and
proper hypotheses – an analog of proper equivalence queries from exact learning.

In [5], we proposed dynamic programming algorithms for computation of the
minimum complexity for decision trees of five types. In [7], we modified some
algorithms from [5] such that they can not only find the minimum complexity
of decision trees but also construct decision trees with the minimum complexity.
In [7], we also studied the length and coverage of decision rules derived from
optimal decision trees. Various experimental results obtained in [5,7] show that
the decision trees with hypotheses can have less complexity than the conventional
decision trees and that the decision rules derived from the former trees can have
better length and coverage than the decision rules derived from the latter trees.
These results open up some prospects for using decision trees with hypotheses as
a means for knowledge representation. Unfortunately, the dynamic programming
algorithms are too time consuming. To avoid this limitation, we proposed in [4]
an entropy-based greedy algorithm for the construction of decision trees of five
types.

In this paper, to illustrate the use of the tools created in [4,5,7], we investigate
two problems of independent interest: the problem of recognition of monotone
Boolean functions with n variables, n = 2, . . . , 4, and the problem of sorting
n pairwise different elements from linearly ordered set, n = 3, . . . , 6. Note that
these problems can be reformulated as exact learning problems [3]. For each
of these problems, we study the depth and the number of realizable nodes for
five types of optimal (relative to the depth or the number of realizable nodes)
decision trees. We study the same parameters for five types of decision trees
constructed by entropy-based greedy algorithm. We also analyze the length of
decision rules derived from these trees.

The main goal of this paper is to compare decision trees with hypotheses and
conventional decision trees. The obtained experimental results show that, for
both problems, in almost each case we can find decision trees with hypotheses
such that the results for these trees outperform the results for conventional
decision trees. The only exception is the minimum number of realizable nodes
for n = 3, 4 for the first problem (see Table 4) and for n = 5, 6 for the second
problem (see Table 9).

For the problem of recognition of monotone Boolean functions, the results
for the minimum depth of conventional decision trees follow from well known
result of Hansel [10]: the minimum depth of a conventional decision tree for the
recognition of monotone Boolean functions with n variables is equal to

(

n
⌊n/2⌋

)

+
(

n
⌊n/2⌋+1

)

. It is easy to show that the minimum number of nodes in a conventional

decision tree for the recognition of monotone Boolean functions with n variables
is equal to 2M(n)−1, where M(n) is the number of monotone Boolean functions
with n variables. Other results are new. For the problem of sorting, the results
for the optimal conventional decision trees are well known – see details in Sect.
6.1 of the book [1]. Other results are new.
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This paper is an essential extension of the conference paper [6]: for the prob-
lem of sorting, we added results related to the use of greedy algorithm. The
problem of recognition of monotone Boolean functions was not considered in [6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss basic
definitions and notation. In Sect. 3, we consider the problem of recognition of
monotone Boolean functions, and in Sect. 4 – the problem of sorting. Section 4
contains short conclusions.

2 Basic Notions and Notation

Let T be a decision table with n conditional attributes f1, . . . , fn that have values
from the set ω = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Rows of this table are pairwise different and each
row is labeled with a decision. For a given row of T , we should recognize the
decision attached to it. To this end, we will use decision trees based on two types
of queries. We can ask about the value of a conditional attribute fi ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}
on the given row. As a result, obtain an answer of the kind fi = δ, where δ is the
number in the intersection of the given row and the column fi. We can also ask
if a hypothesis f1 = δ1, . . . , fn = δn is true, where the numbers δ1, . . . , δn belong
to the columns f1, . . . , fn, respectively. Either this hypothesis is confirmed or
we obtain a counterexample of the kind fi = σ, where fi ∈ {f1, . . . , fn} and σ
is a number from the column fi that is different from δi. We will say that this
hypothesis is proper if (δ1, . . . , δn) is a row of the table T .

We study the following five types of decision trees: 1) using attributes, 2)
using hypotheses, 3) using both attributes and hypotheses, 4) using proper hy-
potheses, and 5) using both attributes and proper hypotheses.

As time complexity of a decision tree Γ we consider its depth h(Γ ), which is
equal to the maximum number of queries in a path from the root to a terminal
node of the tree. We consider the number of realizable relative to T nodes in the
decision tree Γ as its space complexity and denote it L(T, Γ ). A node is called
realizable relative to T if the computation in the tree will pass through this node
for some row and the choice of counterexamples.

We study not only decision trees with hypotheses but also decision rules
derived from them. For a decision tree Γ , we correspond in a natural way to
each path from the root to a terminal node, a decision rule. We remove from
this rule some conditions that follow from previous ones (see details in [7]). As a
result, we obtain a set of “reduced” decision rules. For each row of the decision
table T , we find the minimum length of a “reduced” decision rule that covers
this row. We denote by l(T, Γ ) the arithmetic mean of these minimum lengths.

We will use the following notation: h(k)(T ) denotes the minimum depth of a
decision tree of the type k for T , k = 1, . . . , 5, and L(k)(T ) denotes the minimum
number of nodes realizable relative to T in a decision tree of the type k for T , k =
1, . . . , 5. To compute values h(k)(T ) and L(k)(T ), we use dynamic programming
algorithms Ah and AL described in [5].

We proposed in [4] an entropy-based greedy algorithm E that, for a given

nonempty decision table T and k ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, constructs a decision tree Γ
(k)
E (T )
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of the type k for the table T . We will use the following notation: h
(k)
E (T ) =

h(Γ
(k)
E (T )), L

(k)
E (T ) = L(T, Γ

(k)
E (T )), and l

(k)
E (T ) = l(T, Γ

(k)
E (T )).

Note that the complete definitions of the notions mentioned in this section
can be found in [4,5,7].

3 Recognition of Monotone Boolean Functions

In this section, we study the problem of recognition of monotone Boolean func-
tions with n variables, n = 2, . . . , 4. A Boolean function f(x1, . . . , xn) is called
monotone if, for any two tuples (a1, . . . , an), (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ {0, 1}n such that
a1 ≤ b1, . . . , an ≤ bn, the inequality f(a1, . . . , an) ≤ f(b1, . . . , bn) holds. For a
given monotone Boolean function with n variables, we should recognize it using
attributes each of which is the value of the considered function on some tuple
from {0, 1}n. We denote by M(n) the number of monotone Boolean functions
with n variables. It is known [9] that M(2) = 6, M(3) = 20, and M(4) = 168.

The problem of recognition of monotone Boolean functions with n variables
x1, . . . , xn can be represented as a decision table Rn with 2n conditional at-
tributes ra1···an

corresponding to tuples (a1, . . . , an) from {0, 1}n and M(n) rows
corresponding to monotone Boolean functions with n variables. For each such
function f , the corresponding row of Rn is labeled with this function as the deci-
sion. In the intersection with the column labeled with the attribute ra1···an

, the
considered row has the value f(a1, . . . , an). The table Rn can also be considered
as a representation of an exact learning problem [3]: conditional attributes form
a domain, each row describes a concept, and rows form a concept class. The
decision table R2 is shown in Fig. 1.

R2 =

r00 r01 r10 r11

0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 x1

0 1 0 1 x2

0 0 0 1 x1 ∧ x2

0 1 1 1 x1 ∨ x2

Fig. 1. Decision table R2

For n = 2, . . . , 4 and k = 1, . . . , 5, we find values of h(k)(Rn) and L(k)(Rn)
using dynamic programming algorithms Ah and AL described in [5] – see results
in Tables 1 and 2. Minimum values for each n are in bold. The obtained exper-
imental results show that the minimum depth of decision trees of types 2–5 is
noticeably less than the minimum depth of decision trees of type 1. The mini-
mum number of realizable nodes in decision trees of types 3 and 5 is noticeably
less than the minimum number of realizable nodes in decision trees of type 1.
Decision trees of types 2 and 4 have too many nodes.
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Table 1. Experimental results for dynamic programming algorithm Ah

n h(1)(Rn) h
(2)(Rn) h

(3)(Rn) h
(4)(Rn) h

(5)(Rn)

2 3 2 2 2 2

3 6 3 3 3 3

4 10 6 6 6 6

Table 2. Experimental results for dynamic programming algorithm AL

n L(1)(Rn) L
(2)(Rn) L

(3)(Rn) L
(4)(Rn) L

(5)(Rn)

2 11 12 9 12 9

3 39 76 33 76 33

4 335 8,808 283 8,808 283

For n = 2, . . . , 4 and k = 1, . . . , 5, we construct a decision tree of type k for
the decision table Rn by the greedy algorithm E described in [4] and find values

h
(k)
E (Rn), L

(k)
E (Rn), and l

(k)
E (Rn) – see results in Tables 3–5. Minimum values

for each n are in bold. The obtained experimental results show that (i) for the
depth, trees of types 2–5 outperform trees of type 1 for n = 2, . . . , 4, (ii) for the
number of realizable nodes, trees of types 3 and 5 outperform trees of type 1
for n = 2, and (iii) for the length of derived decision rules, trees of types 2–5
outperform trees of type 1 for n = 2, . . . , 4.

Table 3. Experimental results for greedy algorithm AE (depth)

n h
(1)
E

(Rn) h
(2)
E

(Rn) h
(3)
E

(Rn) h
(4)
E

(Rn) h
(5)
E

(Rn)

2 3 2 2 2 2

3 6 3 3 3 3

4 10 6 6 6 6

Table 4. Experimental results for greedy algorithm AE (number of realizable nodes)

n L
(1)
E

(Rn) L
(2)
E

(Rn) L
(3)
E

(Rn) L
(4)
E

(Rn) L
(5)
E

(Rn)

2 11 12 9 12 9

3 39 76 58 76 58
4 335 8,850 1,969 8,850 1,969
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Table 5. Experimental results for greedy algorithm AE (length of derived rules)

n l
(1)
E

(Rn) l
(2)
E

(Rn) l
(3)
E

(Rn) l
(4)
E

(Rn) l
(5)
E

(Rn)

2 2.67 2.17 2.33 2.17 2.33
3 4.55 3.50 3.45 3.50 3.45

4 7.65 5.58 5.94 5.58 5.94

4 Sorting

In this section, we study the problem of sorting n pairwise different elements from
linearly ordered set, n = 3, . . . , 6. Let x1, . . . , xn be pairwise different elements
from a linearly ordered set. We should find a permutation (p1, . . . , pn) from the
set Pn of all permutations of the set {1, . . . , n} for which xp1

< · · · < xpn
. To

this end, we use attributes si,j such that i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i < j, si,j = 1 if
xi < xj , and si,j = 0 if xi > xj .

The problem of sorting n elements can be represented as a decision table Sn

with n(n− 1)/2 conditional attributes si,j , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i < j, and n! rows
corresponding to permutations from Pn. For each permutation (p1, . . . , pn), the
corresponding row of Sn is labeled with this permutation as the decision. This
row is filled with the values of the attributes si,j such that si,j = 1 if and only if
i comes before j in the tuple (p1, . . . , pn). The table Sn can also be considered
as a representation of an exact learning problem [3]: conditional attributes form
a domain, each row describes a concept, and rows form a concept class. The
decision table S3 is shown in Fig. 2.

S3 =

s1,2 s1,3 s2,3

1 1 1 (1, 2, 3)
1 1 0 (1, 3, 2)
0 1 1 (2, 1, 3)
0 0 1 (2, 3, 1)
1 0 0 (3, 1, 2)
0 0 0 (3, 2, 1)

Fig. 2. Decision table S3

For n = 3, . . . , 6 and k = 1, . . . , 5, we find values of h(k)(Sn) and L(k)(Sn)
using dynamic programming algorithms Ah and AL described in [5] – see results
in Tables 6 and 7. Minimum values for each n are in bold. The obtained experi-
mental results show that the minimum depth of decision trees of types 2–5 is one
less than the minimum depth of decision trees of type 1. The minimum number
of realizable nodes in decision trees of types 3 and 5 is noticeably less than the
minimum number of realizable nodes in decision trees of type 1. Decision trees
of types 2 and 4 have too many nodes.
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Table 6. Experimental results for dynamic programming algorithm Ah

n h(1)(Sn) h
(2)(Sn) h

(3)(Sn) h
(4)(Sn) h

(5)(Sn)

3 3 2 2 2 2

4 5 4 4 4 4

5 7 6 6 6 6

6 10 9 9 9 9

Table 7. Experimental results for dynamic programming algorithm AL

n L(1)(Sn) L(2)(Sn) L(3)(Sn) L(4)(Sn) L(5)(Sn)

3 11 13 9 14 9

4 47 253 39 254 39

5 239 15,071 199 15,142 199

6 1,439 2,885,086 1,199 2,886,752 1,199

For n = 3, . . . , 6 and k = 1, . . . , 5, we construct a decision tree of type k for
the decision table Sn by the greedy algorithm E described in [4] and find values

h
(k)
E (Sn), L

(k)
E (Sn), and l

(k)
E (Sn) – see results in Tables 8–10. Minimum values

for each n are in bold. The obtained experimental results show that (i) for the
depth, trees of types 2–5 outperform trees of type 1 for n = 3, . . . , 6, (ii) for the
number of realizable nodes, trees of types 3 and 5 outperform trees of type 1
for n = 3, 4, and (iii) for the length of derived decision rules, trees of types 2–5
(especially trees of types 2 and 4) outperform trees of type 1 for n = 3, . . . , 6.

Table 8. Experimental results for greedy algorithm E (depth)

n h
(1)
E

(Sn) h
(2)
E

(Sn) h
(3)
E

(Sn) h
(4)
E

(Sn) h
(5)
E

(Sn)

3 3 2 2 2 2

4 5 4 4 4 4

5 7 6 6 6 6

6 10 9 9 9 9

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied two problems: the problem of recognition of monotone
Boolean functions with n variables, n = 2, . . . , 4, and the problem of sorting
n pairwise different elements from linearly ordered set, n = 3, . . . , 6. For each
problem, we found the minimum depth and the minimum number of realizable
nodes in decision trees solving the problem. We also found the depth and the
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Table 9. Experimental results for greedy algorithm E (number of realizable nodes)

n L
(1)
E

(Sn) L
(2)
E

(Sn) L
(3)
E

(Sn) L
(4)
E

(Sn) L
(5)
E

(Sn)

3 11 14 9 14 9

4 47 254 39 254 39

5 239 15,142 455 15,142 455
6 1,439 2,898,512 7,231 2,898,512 7,231

Table 10. Experimental results for greedy algorithm E (length of derived rules)

n l
(1)
E

(Sn) l
(2)
E

(Sn) l
(3)
E

(Sn) l
(4)
E

(Sn) l
(5)
E

(Sn)

3 2.67 2.17 2.33 2.17 2.33
4 4.67 3.13 4.33 3.13 4.33
5 6.93 4.05 6.13 4.05 6.13
6 9.58 5.01 7.96 5.01 7.96

number of realizable nodes in decision trees constructed by entropy-based greedy
algorithm and study the length of decision rules derived from these trees.
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